
Community Energy Meeting 28/2/14

St Albans Fire and Station London Road 10 am – 12 pm

Present:

Emily Butterworth CDA Herts

Tom Davidson – Campaign to Protect Rural England (CPRE)

John Newton-Davis – Sandridge Parish Council

Tim Hayward-Smith – Community Services Manager CDA Herts (taking over role 
from Emily, though Emily still leading on community energy for now)

John Webb – Transition Town Letchworth (TTL) & Governor Letchworth Garden City
Heritage Foundation

Chris Neilson – St Albans Diocese

Dick Downs – Park Street Village Hall

Divina Malcolm – Kimpton Village Hall

Carey Keates – Deputy Mayor Hertsmere (attending in personal capacity)

John Ingleby – Transition Kings Langley (TiK)  and Grand Union Community Energy 
(GUCE)

Vicky Bates – TiK & GUCE

Jim Attenborough – Herts Fire & Rescue Service

Tony Roberts – Brickendon Liberty Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group

Dennis Downes – Brickendon Liberty Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group

Helen Hutchinson – St Albans Diocese Energy Enviromental officer

Sandy Ani-Adjei – Howard Cottage Housing Association 

Agenda agreed:

1. Talk on Transition

2. Community Energy peer mentoring

3. GUCE Ltd toolkit – sharing information

4. Share information – all participants

5. What do we want this group to be/do?



1. Transition (Vicky & John Webb):  

Set up by Rob Hopkins in 2005, starting in Totnes, building on principles of 
permaculture, and has now spread much wider, across 40 countries. Several 
Transition Towns in Herts: more info at www.Transitionnetwork.org and check for 
local groups at http://www.transitionnetwork.org/initiatives/map 

 Idea is to set up infrastructure locally to address the challenges that will come as oil 
becomes scarce (‘peak oil’) and climate change a problem; so planning for low 
carbon living. The whole town is not actually involved but it means there is a 
dedicated group of people in that town / area doing activities dedicated to that 
purpose.

In Letchworth TTL is engaging strategically in the new Sustainability Forum which 
enables discussion on the issues and planning for action between not just local 
Transitioners but also scientists and experts.

The actual activities vary for each place. Because of the focus on CO2 reduction, 
there is a natural interest in energy efficiency and renewable energy projects. 

NB Churches have been asked to engage with Transition locally.

2. Peer Mentoring (John Ingleby)  

Realised there was scope to share experience both more widely and between 
selves. Community buildings asking TiK for their advice and support around energy 
(renewables or energy efficiency) and realised different successful projects can all 
learn from each other. 

TiK, Transition St Albans and Low Carbon Chilterns Cooperative (LCCC) had put in 
a joint bid for this govt funding to co-mentor between projects. Unfortunately 
unsuccessful but will continue to try to carry out anyway. 

Three discrete types of community energy activity to share:

 GUCE - solar panels (renewable energy generation with a community-funded 
model)

 LCCC – working with community buildings to reduce their energy use, using 
simple measures

 Transition St Albans – Transition Streets (neighbourhood project to encourage
information sharing and behaviour change, mainly around reducing energy 
use)

Solar panels aren’t always the answer: many older community halls are not suitable 
to fit them, too cold in winter and too hot in summer so best to concentrate on energy
efficiency. Accounting shows that this can be more effective than SPs in reducing 
carbon emissions.  The Streets model is v effective @ 1.2 tons carbon per 
household and also having social benefits.  Its all about changing behaviour and 
people respond better to people they know than to Government directives. Could 
easily be replicated, inc outside of Transition (eg by housing association)

Perhaps time now to segment and have separate conversations with interested 
parties about how to scale up and expand these different models appropriately. 

http://www.Transitionnetwork.org/
http://www.transitionnetwork.org/initiatives/map


[These initiatives will be discussed at Transition Conference on 23/3/14, not 
mentioned at this meeting. If anyone interested contact John or Emily]

3. GUCE Toolkit (John Ingleby)  

GUCE’s aim is to create independent energy. Put solar panels on as many schools 
as possible and power renewable energy technologies.  www.guceltd.org for 
information about the renewable energy generation initiative.

[Click here for GUCE presentation slides for community buildings. ]

Had been through a challenging but successful journey and wanted to share with 
others how best to go about same process, inc. technology choice, process of 
installation, community engagement and share issue.

So have produced an online toolkit which will be available free under a ‘creative 
commons’ licence. Currently in pilot form. Please go to:
http://goo.gl/25Q4Ef

Test the toolkit as you would use it and send feedback to John asap. Don’t send link 
out wider for now until pilot stage complete and toolkit launched. Thanks

New idea:

John suggested to meeting idea of carbon budget (UK proportionalised to Herts and 
districts/towns) which could act as focus point and target for local activity. This might 
provide a context for decisions about balancing carbon use.

4. Share information (all)  

Helen (Diocese of St Albans): ‘Shrinking the footprint’ national project of Church of 
England; focus on increasing energy awareness and reducing use

Budget for local projects; just funded project in Luton growing food. Work to re-
educate people to grow food and eat healthily; looking to rotivate Church waste 
ground for growing stuff.

[NB Pam Warhurst Ted.com Incredible Edible How Can We Eat Our Landscapes]

Tom (CPRE)

CPRE against wind turbines. Water turbines could be efficient.

John Newton-Davies

Importance of every day energy saving eg turning lights off.

Dick Downs

Looking at setting up a solar panel bulk buying group for halls [contact him/Emily/Tim
if you are interested in developing this]. 

Suggested an email forum for this network, to share questions/ answers/ info 
between meetings between all members.

http://goo.gl/25Q4Ef
http://www.cdaherts.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2013/12/Green-Energy-GUCE-Community-funding.pdf
http://www.guceltd.org/


 Agreed. We had already collected email addresses and will check who wants to 
share. 

Davina Malcolm  - setting up Transition in Kimpton and has joined hall committee 
(wants to install solar panels)

What opportunities are there for bulk buying fuel, esp electricity?

Vicky Bates - Polly Higgins had talked on Ecocide (campaign to introduce rights for 
environment in EU) at Berkhamsted. Info here: http://eradicatingecocide.com/

Agamemnon from Brixton Energy Group is a usual source of information

Jury is out on Smartmeters which may contribute to health problems.

Jim Attenborough – has facilitated significant energy saving in Herts Fire and 
Rescue service. Offers (1hr) talks on carbon saving to wider groups, schools etc and
has video to share. 

Tony & Dennis – Interested in local design statement for energy initiatives to 
provide planning guidance (eg acceptable solar panels NB there is a Company in 
Exeter that manufactures solar panels that look like roof tiles, for a church – Helen 
will share details.  Ecobuild Exhibition at Excel centre worth attending to see latest 
technology and can also visit BRE in SW Herts).

Also interested in group buying of electricity as well as gas and oil. NB HCC scheme 
info here: http://www.hertsdirect.org/services/advben/bnftsadvc/benguide/utility/
reduce/ready/

One round just gone but can register for next round.

CDA part of national oil bulk buying scheme and may offer electricity in future.

[Emily commented that sadly rare for Neighbourhood plan group to be considering 
environmental issues; could they share from their plan when completed?]

Sandy - Mainly interested in saving residents of Howard Cottage social housing 
money. Is renewable energy worth installing? Could talk to TTL and also find out 
more about Transition Streets.

Emily to send out info on sources of switching advice.

Tim – Q what is being done with children? A mainly work with schools and schools 
having panels is a great engagement mechanism but many not interested.

Carey – ‘Sunny Boy’ from SMA is a useful tool to measure solar energy and gets 
people engaged.

5. What do we want this network/group to be/do?  

No time for a full discussion but various points came up through meeting:

 The meetings are useful in pulling together and sharing information
  Having access to others who we have met and can ask for help/info is 

great

http://www.hertsdirect.org/services/advben/bnftsadvc/benguide/utility/reduce/ready/
http://www.hertsdirect.org/services/advben/bnftsadvc/benguide/utility/reduce/ready/
http://eradicatingecocide.com/


 Many want a self-managing email forum (Emily/Tim will initially set up)
 Strategic planning at Herts/perhaps District level – link up better with what 

local authorities and others are doing. This to be a discussion point for the 
future.

 Provide practical advice; info on how to start 
 Could focus on a  local ‘Carbon budget’?

Emily explained CDA doing this work because it fits our DEFRA remit around ‘fuel 
poverty and renewable energy’ and because experience/ feedback shows value for 
us to help ‘connect people and communities’ in this sphere. Transition are doing a lot
at both local and cross-county level; this network brings in a wider range of 
participants so also feels worthwhile, at least for now.

CDA no fixed agenda and looking to facilitate partnership working in this. Everyone 
will need to participate to create what we want out of it: there’s no one else to do it! 
Currently very limited resources but CDA can offer continued limited support and 
would be happy to apply for funding as a charity partner and could act as employer 
for a post. 

Future meeting(s)

Agreed to continue to meet at approx. 3-4months interval. Next time similar agenda 
and allow time for ‘what do we want to be/do’.

AOB [not shared in meeting due to time constraints]

 DECC may send a Minister to a future meeting. They asked could we supply 
a few short paragraphs on what we are doing to explain better and for them to
see whether we are doing anything they would want to know more about and/
or use as a case study etc. Please send one short para on your activities if 
you want to be included in what we submit to them; we will compile.

 Govt’s community energy strategy here for those that didn’t already get link: 
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/community-energy-strategy

 LED lights – we were contacted by a company who wanted to share info. 
These are much more energy-efficient than most lightbulbs. See here, for 
your information info from Darren Woodhouse of Lumaxled (who we are not 
recommending but just sharing info in good faith): I am a partner in a LED lighting 
business. We approach businesses and organisations with large lighting bills and advise them
of the cost benefits, monetary and environmentally, of switching their lighting arrangements 
over to LED. We have saved some businesses up to £1.8 million a year. Led lighting is one of
the easiest ways to reduce your energy costs. It has the quickest payback compared to any 
other energy efficient technology, and due to the long life of the lamp or fitting the 
savings over the life cycle of the lamp are substantial. We offer advice on funding options 
regarding the installation and if the project is associated with a publicly funded organisation 
like local government or schools we offer a 0% loan for the project, where the repayments are
covered by the savings on the lighting bill. LED lighting is being implemented rapidly in large 
and small businesses so if you would like more advice please drop me an email 
at darren@lumaxled.co.uk and if you could pass this on to any of your colleagues in 
Hertfordshire, Three rivers, Dacorum etc, they can contact me for no obligation advice on how
we can save them thousands of pounds a year in energy and maintenance costs. Thank you 
for your time.

mailto:darren@lumaxled.co.uk

